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Introduction

The primary purpose of this project is to prevent erosion and environmental damage
from foot traffic along the Witchcraft Lake Regional Trail to the peak of Mount Benson.
The Island Mountain Ramblers mountaineering club wishes to provide community
service to the citizens of Nanaimo by creating a legacy of trail stewardship and
sustainable enjoyment of nature. We are offering to provide management and volunteer
labour to a trail upgrade project between Witchcraft Lake and Mount Benson.
As you may know the route from Witchcraft Lake to Mount Benson suffers from overuse
by a growing population, drainage issues, and short cutting on unofficial trails. With the
addition of the new parking lot at the east end of Witchcraft lake there will be a problem
with people taking short cuts up to existing unofficial mixed hiking/mountain biking trails.
We are proposing a series of ongoing projects that will continuously upgrade and
maintain the trail to Mount Benson, beginning with this pilot project, if it is approved. We
are asking that the RDN considers supporting our efforts by dealing with the
bureaucratic elements involved with approving this project. These elements include
dealing with local and provincial government authorities, obtaining access to gated
roads, and funding for building materials.
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Maps

Figure 1- Trail Markers

Figure 2 -Trail Names
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Area of Interest

Figure 3 - View Point

Our initial area of interest is upgrading an unofficial trail that provides the most direct
route from the new parking to the existing trail. Although this has been identified as a
possibility in the future, because this area is not on RDN land getting permission and
agreements in place for the summer 2018 isn’t feasible. Instead, we propose a pilot
project that will upgrade trail on RDN land between markers 41 and 48, just above the
logging road. This area is named “Straight to the Top” on the trail map (see Figure 2 Trail Names.)

Figure 4 – “Straight to the Top" Trail Head

Figure 5 – Trail on Creek
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After examining this area, we have developed a plan that is laid out in this document. In
the event that we complete the proposed section before the end of the summer 2018,
and have materials left over we would seek approval to extend the work to new
sections.
Regarding the development of a trail from the new parking area to the existing trail, we
recommend the RDN start the process of securing right of way access to the section
that falls on forestry land. This new trail will accommodate a lot of foot traffic and
developing it sooner rather than later will insure the integrity of the ecology and trail.

Trail Design
The work to be done on ‘Straight to the Top’ falls into several categories which will be
described in more detail below. These include the following:







general trail maintenance, use of landscape ties, natural materials, and the
creation of trail drainage
removal of logs and debris that are blocking natural creeks and diverting water
onto the trail
where the trail is using a creek bed we will rout the trail parallel to the drainage
and reinforce it. (see Figure 5 – Trail on Creek)
repairing an existing trail up an eroding bluff in such a way as to stop erosion and
degradation of said bluff
a simple bridge across a pond just before marker 49 where the trail meets back
with ‘Rafe’s Way’
addition of New Signage

General Trail Maintenance:
General trail maintenance involves redefining the existing trail. The emphasis is to
create a single path that discourages shortcutting that causes trail-braiding. It will focus
traffic onto terrain that can handle the wear and tear, while avoiding areas prone to
flooding. Natural materials such as existing boulders and fallen logs will be used in
addition to landscaping ties of different sizes to create steps on steep slopes where
erosion is a problem. We will be using cedar as much as possible. No pressure treated
materials will be used as the chemicals can leach into the environment.
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Clearing blocked creeks and drainages:

Figure 7 – Fallen log diverting drainage onto
trail
Figure 6 – Fallen trees block creek

Remains of logging and slash from the cut block above the proposed work site has
ended up blocking some of the waterways near the trail. In some cases the debris is
diverting the water flow out of the existing creek onto the trail. Removal of the logs and
debris will redirect water to creek and provide trail building material.

Fixing the eroding bluff:

Figure 8 – Eroding Bluff

Figure 9 – Trail around bluff

Here we see the eroded bluff at the top of the clearing (Figure 8 – Eroding Bluff) that is
being used as a trail instead of the more stable route (Figure 9 – Trail around bluff) that
has been blocked just beyond the picture. By clearing the fallen debris and cutting in
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steps with landscaping ties we will be able to make the official trail the obvious route to
use instead of the slippery bluff.

Small Bridge across Pond
There is a small water feature just before marker 49 at the end of “Straight to the Top.”
The pond has been filled with small logs to cross on which are wobbly and slippery, and
the area on either side has deep mud created by pedestrians trying to avoid the wet
logs. We propose building a very simple bridge (see Figure 10 - Small Bridge across
pond) using 2 logs running the length of the bridge, propped up cross logs to allow for
any flow or water life to pass under, supporting a 2x4 or 2x6 deck. The deck would be
covered with some form of grip material that will not wear out too quickly.

Figure 10 - Small Bridge across pond
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Signage
We will require signage for notifying users of trail maintenance (see Safety Plan - Trail
Users) as well as informing the users of plans and cautioning change of trail and
unfinished work. We would like approval to have our club logo, and if the RDN wants,
their own symbol and any other interested party. Upon completion of the pilot project the
Island Mountain Ramblers would like some permanent signage that recognizes the
organisation involvement with the project (see Recognition and Sponsorship.)
The route will not be significantly moved at any point and the SAR signage can stay
where it is. We have reflective orange markers that can be used as extra markers were
needed.

Materials
Exact number of materials will depend on the budget as we will work within the available
budget. We will also look for donations, repurpose construction scrap, and make use of
the use of wood that is blocking the creek. At the time of writing this document, as you
can see in the pictures, much of the terrain is under snow making detailed plans
impossible. I can however create a list of the material types we would like to use. The
plans could be altered depending on the unit prices that the RDN is able to secure (ie if
RDN is able to get a good deal on landscaping ties through being a bulk purchaser then
we can plan to use more over less)

 Landscaping Ties, mostly in the 3-4 inch squared range (actual sizes depend on
milling)
 Rebar (3/4 or ½ inch)
 Expanded sheet metal (for small bridge)
 Staples
 2x4 or 2x6 for bridge (exact estimate will be available after snow melt)
 Caution, Danger, and pink flagging tape

Schedule and Crews
Work will be ongoing weekday evenings and weekends, starting as soon as this project
is approved – hopefully mid June 2018, until first snow – fall 2018. Work under the
agreement can be rescheduled until May 2020 when the term ends. Evenings work will
be the most common as many members are away on trips during the weekends,
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however we will attempt to schedule some larger weekend shifts. Crew chiefs will be
trained and assigned to all shifts to ensure that safety protocols are in place at all times.
No work is to be carried out without direction of an assigned crew chief to ensure quality
of work, safety, and appropriate use of materials.

Records
All volunteers must sign a record form with the following information: Name, address,
date of birth, qualifications (e.g. training, certification or training requirements). Crew
chiefs will record this information and at the end of the work season turn the records
over to the project manager for data entry. This form will be a one time sign in, however
each work session will also require a log in and log out form with number of hours
worked. The important number to keep is total number of volunteer hours, and each
crew chief should submit this number at the end of the work season to the project
manager, along with the records.

Our agreement requires that we provide before and after photos of work done. Before
starting work on a new section, we will take photos of the section before and after. This
will be done by the project manager; however, crew chiefs can also take photos to add
to the records. Before and after photos will be available at the end of each work season
for any requests on progress.

Access
Access for materials will be by the logging road and will be done by RDN employees.
Access for volunteers would be by foot from Witchcraft Lake.
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Insurance

Figure 11 - FMCBC Waiver

Our club members or guests (prospective members may join two trips before joining)
who have signed a waiver are covered under our liability insurance with the Federation
of Mountain Clubs of BC. The coverage is a Commercial Liability insurance and covers
our members from defence cost and claim settlements for intentional acts that result in
damages to persons or property of the public or each other. Our Insurance specifically
mentions “building and maintaining trails” in its coverage. This insurance does not
compensate volunteer’s medical bills or lost work due to injury, all volunteer work is
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done at user’s assumption of own risk, as stated on the FMCBC waiver. All volunteers
must also sign the RDN’s waiver. Volunteers who are not club members would be
covered under the RDN’s general comprehensive third party liability insurance.

Safety Plan
Trail Users
As much as possible, there will be no trail closure, however we will have to ensure the
safety of trail users. We will achieve this by notifying trail users with signage of the
sections we are working on and flagging off unfinished material with the closest possible
detour around the feature being worked on so that the SAR markings are still relevant.
For this focus point on “straight to the top”, there is an alternate trail that is only a few
minutes longer that could be used as a detour if we absolutely must to ensure trail user
safety. If necessary a section may be temporarily closed but will not remain closed
overnight and should be reopened with only unfinished features flagged off. We will use
caution or danger tape to flag off, and pink flagging tape to mark detours.

Volunteer Safety
Volunteer safety will be achieved through training, safe working practices, and personal
protective equipment. All work parties will begin with a safety meeting that will discuss
hazards relevant to the task, and procedures for reducing those hazards (see Table 2 Hazard Assessment, Sample.) Safety will be overseen by crew chiefs, ensuring
volunteers are qualified with the tools they are using, and have appropriate PPE.
Equipment required by volunteers will be listed under suggested equipment for each
work party schedule in our trip schedule on our website. All volunteers acknowledge
that the work is done at their own risk by signing the FMCBC and RDN waivers.

Hazard Assessment
A hazard assessment table is used to identify hazards and to flag any activities that
create and unacceptable level of risk (see table 1 and 2 below). The general goal is to
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avoid risks above 2-high, with 3-high being unacceptable. Risk levels can be brought
back into acceptable levels by applying prevention methods
Table 1 - Risk Level Indicator

Level
1
2
3

Outcome
Minor cut or bruise
Injury possibly requiring evacuation
Serious Injury or fatality

Table 2 - Hazard Assessment, Sample

*Example Only – New Hazard Assessment to be completed before start of work
Hazzard
Working above
each other
Chips of rock in
eyes
Cuts to hands
Trips and Falls
Chain Saws
Reciprocating
Saws
Wildlife

Level Chance Prevention
2
low
Area of interest is not steep enough in most
places to be cause serious injury
2
high
Safety Glasses provided for using mattock or
pick axe
1
high
Volunteers are advised bring work gloves
2
medium Keep tidy work area with tools and material
3
low
Only certified operators to use chain saws
1-3
low
Provide training if needed
3

low

Working in groups

Emergency Procedures and Medical Evacuation
At least one member of the work party will have first aid training (many of our members
have wilderness first aid). Minor cuts are injuries that can be treated on site, and if
needed persons should be escorted back down the mountain. Serious injuries will need
to be evacuated by the logging road by truck or by helicopter from a clearing farther
down the same logging road. UTM’s of that clearing will be recorded and posted before
work begins. All sections of proposed work have cell reception and so emergency
number will be 911.

Fire Plan and prevention
When the fire hazard is set to high, use of gas power tools will be restricted. Prior to
cutting, combustible leaves and forest duff will be cleared. A class A fire extinguisher
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will be on hand, buckets are a second option providing there is still water in the creek. In
extreme fire conditions sparks from hand tools should be avoided, and smoking will not
be permitted.
In case of forest fire, there are three possible routes of evacuation depending on the
direction of the fire:
1) Down to Witchcraft Lake
2) Down the logging road and towards Westwood Lake
3) Up to the summit and down the radio tower access road to Nanaimo Lakes
Road.

Recognition and Sponsorship
The Island Mountain Ramblers’ main purpose as a club is to help people get outside
and enjoy nature and help them develop the skills to do so. We offer mentorship and
training with very low annual memberships fees (only $34 per year, $20 for students).
Ever dollar is accounted for by the club’s Secretary-Treasurer, and spending of it is
managed by an elected executive council.
We would like people who use the Mount Benson Regional Park to know of the trail
work we do. This project, along with providing trail stewardship and environmental
protection, is a good opportunity for us to advertise our club. This is also an opportunity
for the RDN and other organisations (NALT and FMCBC) involved to show that they are
committed to improving hiking and parks in the area. The best way to achieve this would
be to install a small permanent signage on sections that have had heavy amount of
work done, or at the main trail head kiosk, crediting all groups involved. This could be
done by the RDN, or we could ask someone in the IMR to create something and have it
approved.
This project presents an opportunity for sponsorship from local businesses. At the time
of writing this we currently have one sponsor: Atmosphere. They support the club by
providing equipment for our club members to use on trips, but we do not have any
contractual requirements with them. We have not approached our sponsor or any other
business about this project, and it would be for executive members of our club to
discuss with the RDN if this is something all parties are interested in.
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